We present a game semantics for Linear Logic, in which formulas denote games and proofs denote winning strategies. We show that our semantics yields a categorical model of Linear Logic and prove full completeness for Multiplicative Linear Logic with the MIX rule: every winning strategy is the denotation of a unique cut-free proof net. A key role is played by the notion of history-free strategy; strong connections are made between history-free strategies and the Geometry of Interaction. Our semantics incorporates a natural notion of polarity, leading to a re ned treatment of the additives. We make comparisons with related work by Joyal, Blass et al.
Introduction
We present a Game Semantics for Linear Logic Gir87] , in which formulas denote games, and proofs denote winning strategies. We also prove a novel kind of Completeness Theorem for this semantics, which says that every strategy in the model is the denotation of some proof.
Our motivation is threefold:
We believe that the Game Semantics captures the dynamical intuitions behind Linear Logic better than any other extant semantics.
We see Game Semantics as potentially providing a very powerful unifying framework for the semantics of computation, allowing typed functional languages, concurrent processes and complexity to be handled in an integrated fashion.
Game Semantics mediates between traditional operational and denotational semantics, combining the good structural properties of one with the ability to model computational ne structure of the other. This is similar to the motivation for the Geometry of Interaction programme Gir89b, Gir89a, AJ92a]; indeed, we shall exhibit strong connections between our semantics and the Geometry of Interaction.
Overview of Results
Blass has recently described a Game semantics for Linear Logic Bla92b]. This has good claims to be the most intuitively appealing semantics for Linear Logic presented so far. However, there is a considerable gap between Blass' semantics and Linear Logic:
1. The semantics validates Weakening, so he is actually modelling A ne logic.
2. Blass characterises validity in his interpretation for the multiplicative fragment: a formula is game semantically valid if and only if it is an instance of a binary classical propositional tautology (where tensor, par, linear negation are read as classical conjunction, disjunction and negation). Thus there is a big gap even between provability in A ne logic and validity in his semantics.
This leaves open the challenge of re ning Blass' interpretation to get a closer t with Linear Logic, while retaining its intuitive appeal. On the other hand, there is the challenge of obtaining a full completeness theorem. The usual completeness theorems are stated with respect to provability; a full completeness theorem is with respect to proofs. This is best formulated in terms of a categorical model of the logic, in which formulas denote objects, and proofs denote morphisms. One is looking for a model C such that:
Completeness: C (A; B) is non-empty only if A`B is provable in the logic. Full Completeness: Any f : A ! B is the denotation of a proof of A`B. (This amounts to asking that the unique functor from the relevant free category to C be full, whence our terminology). One may even ask for there to be a unique cut-free such proof, i.e. that the above functor be faithful.
With full completeness, one has the tightest possible connection between syntax and semantics. We are not aware of any previously published results of this type; however, the idea is related to representation theorems in category theory FS91]; to full abstraction theorems in programming language semantics Mil75, Plo77] ; to studies of parametric polymorphism BFSS90, HRR89] ; and to the completeness conjecture in Gir91a] . We now make a rst statement in broad terms of our results. We have re ned Blass' game semantics for Linear Logic. This re nement is not a complication; on the contrary, it makes the de nitions smoother and more symmetric. Thus, we get a categorical model of the logic, while Blass does not. Then, we prove a Full Completeness Theorem for this semantics, with respect to MLL + MIX (Multiplicative Linear Logic plus the Mix Rule). Recall that the MIX rule Gir87] has the form`?` `?;
There is a notion of proof net for this logic: this uses the Danos/Regnier criterion DR89], simply omitting the connectedness part. Thus, a proof structure will be a valid proof net for MLL + MIX just if, for every switching, the corresponding graph is acyclic. This criterion was studied by Fleury and Retor e FR90], used by Blute in his work on coherence theorems Blu92], and adapted by Lafont for his work on interaction nets Laf90]. Now we can state our result in more precise terms.
Theorem 1 Every proof net in MLL + MIX denotes a uniform, history independent winning strategy for Player in our game interpretation. Conversely, every such strategy is the denotation of a unique cut-free proof net.
Of course, we now have to explain uniform, history independent strategies. Note that a formula in MLL + MIX is built from atomic formulas and the binary connectives tensor and par. Its denotation will then be a variable type. We construe this as a functor over a category of games and embeddings, in the fashion of domain theoretic semantics of polymorphism Gir86, CGW87] . (In fact, this interpretation of variable types is part of our game theoretic semantics of polymorphism). An element of variable type, the denotation of a proof of ?(~ ), where~ enumerates the atoms occurring in ?, will then be a family of strategies f Ã g, one for each tuple of gamesÃ instantiating . The uniformity of this family is expressed by the condition that it is a natural transformation : F ? ! F + , where F ? ; F + are functors derived from ? as explained in Section 3.6.
A history independent strategy is one in which the player's move is a function only of the last move of the opponent and not of the preceding history of the play. Thus such a strategy is induced by a partial function on the set of moves in the game. The interpretation of proofs in MLL + MIX by strategies, when analysed in terms of these underlying functions on moves, turns out to be very closely related to the Geometry of Interaction interpretation Gir89b, Gir89a, Gir88] .
The contents of the reminder of this paper are as follows. Section 2 reviews MLL + MIX. Section 3 describes our game semantics for MLL + MIX. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the Full Completeness Theorem. Section 5 outlines how our semantics can be extended to full Classical Linear Logic. Section 6 makes comparisons with related work.
MLL+MIX
The formulas A; B; C; : : : of MLL + MIX are built up from propositional atoms ; ; ; : : : and their linear negations ? ; ? ; ? ; : : : by tensor ( ) and par (+). The sequent calculus presentation of MLL + MIX is as follows. 
An aside: Units
Our presentation has not included the units 1 for Tensor and ? for Par. The rules for these, together with the nullary version of MIX, would be as follows.
Tensor Unit Par Unit Mix0 1 ?
?; ?Ì n fact, in the presence of the units, MIX can equivalently be expressed by declaring 1 =?. It is easily checked that MIX and MIX0 are derivable from this, and conversely that`1; 1 and`?; ? are derivable from MIX and MIX0. But with 1 =?, clearly any sequent will be equivalent to one in which the units do not occur. Thus, we prefer to omit the units from our system.
Proof nets for MLL+MIX
Proof structures can be de ned for MLL + MIX just as for MLL Gir87, DR89] . Alternatively, since we only allow atomic instances of identity axioms, we can de ne a proof structure to be a pair (?; ), where ? is a sequent and is a xpoint free involution on the set of occurrences of literals in ?, such that, if o is an occurrence of l, (o) is an occurrence of l ? . Thus, speci es the axiom links of the proof structure; all the other information is already conveyed by ?.
A switching S for a proof structure (?; ) is an assignment of L or R to each occurrence of + in ?. We then obtain a graph G(?; ; S) from the formation trees of the formulas of ?, together with the axiom links speci ed by , with unswitched arcs as speci ed by S deleted. Example: ? = ? 1 + 0 ? 2 ; 3 4 (subscripts are used to label occurrences) = 1 $ 4; 2 $ 3 S = 0 7 ! L Then G(?; ; S) is: @ @ @ @ @ @ ? ? ?
? ? ? @ @ @ @ @ @ Fleury and Retor e FR90] make a detailed study of this criterion, which is of course just a modi cation of the Danos-Regnier criterion DR89], to accomodate the MIX rule by dropping the connectedness condition. We can regard proof nets as the canonical representations of (cut-free) proofs in MLL + MIX.
The Game Semantics

Basic Notions on Games
This section describes the basic notions of Game and Strategy and relates these ideas to Domain Theory and Processes.
We begin by xing some notation. If X is a set, we write X ? for the set of nite sequences (words, strings) on X and X ! for the set of in nite sequences. If f : X ! Y , then f ? : X ? ! Y ? is the unique monoid homomorphism extending f. We write jsj for the length of a nite sequence. If Y X and s 2 X ? , we write s Y for the result of deleting all occurrences of symbols not in Y from s. If a 2 X and s 2 X ? , we write a s (s a) for the result of pre xing (post xing) s with a. We write s v t if s is a pre x of t, i.e. for some u su = t. We always consider sequences under this pre x ordering and use order-theoretic notions DP90] without further comment.
Games
The games we consider are between Player and Opponent. A play or run of the game consists of an alternating sequence of moves, which may be nite or in nite. Each play has a determinate outcome; one player wins and the other loses. Our plays are always with Opponent to move rst.
De nition 2 A game is a structure A = (M A ; A ; P A ; W A ), where M A is the set of moves.
A : M A ! fP; Og is the labelling function to indicate if a move is by Player or Opponent. We write M + A = ?1 A (fPg); M ? A = ?1 A (fOg) and P = O; O = P. Let MÃ be the set of all alternately-labelled nite sequences of moves, i.e.
MÃ = fs 2 M ?
A j (8i : 1 i < jsj) A (s i+1 ) = A (s i )]g Then P A , the set of valid positions of the game, is a non-empty pre x closed subset of MÃ .
Let P 1
A be the set of all in nite sequences of moves, all of whose nite pre xes are in P A . W A is a subset of P 1 A , indicating which in nite plays are won by Player.
An Important Remark: Note that P A may contain positions in which the opening move is by Player, even though all plays in A must be started by Opponent. This becomes signi cant when games are combined, e.g. with tensor. Sections 5 and 6 discuss this point in detail.
Strategies
A strategy for Player (with Opponent to start) in A is usually de ned to be a partial function from positions (with Player to move) to moves (by Player). We prefer the following de nition, which leads to a more elegant treatment of composition.
De nition 3 A strategy is a non-empty pre x closed subset P A satisfying (s1) a s 2 ) A (a) = O. (s2) If s a; s b 2 , Player to move at s, then a = b. (s3) If s 2 , Opponent to move at s, s a 2 P A , then s a 2 .
Of these conditions, the rst incorporates the convention that Opponent is to start; and the second enforces that strategies are deterministic. Note that any strategy does indeed determine a partial function^ on positions with Player to move.
We can readily de ne the notion of a strategy for Opponent (with Opponent to start) in A, by interchanging Player and Opponent in conditions (s2) and (s3). Such a strategy is called a counter-strategy. Given a strategy and a counter-strategy , we can de ne the play that results when Player follows and Opponent follows : h j i = F ( \ ) Here \ is an ideal of the poset P A , in fact a down-closed chain. Its join s, taken in the directed completion of P A , P A P 1 A , is a nite or in nite play. In the former case, the player who is to play at s loses; in the latter case, Player wins if and only if s 2 W A . A strategy is winning if it beats all counter-strategies.
Games and Domain theory
The following table draws an analogy between games and Domain theory.
Game
Information System Strategy Domain Element Winning Strategy Total Element
Games and Processes
The following table draws a much richer analogy between games and concurrent processes.
Game
Process 
Tensor
The game A B is de ned as follows. M A B = M A + M B , the disjoint union of the two move sets. A B = A ; B ], the source tupling. P A B is the set of all alternately labelled nite sequences of moves such that:
1. The restriction to the moves in M A (resp. M B ) is in P A (resp. P B ) 2. If two successive moves are in di erent components, (i.e. one is in A and the other is in B), it is the Opponent who has switched components. W A B is the set of in nite plays of the game, such that the restriction to each component is either nite or is a win for Player in that component.
The tensor unit is given by 1 = (?; ?; f g; ?) Note that ? = 1 ? = 1.
Other Connectives
The other multiplicative connectives can be de ned from Tensor and Linear negation:
Comment on the de nitions
Note that positions in A with rst move by Player can indeed be signi cant for plays in A ? ; A B etc. This will be more fully discussed in relation to Blass' de nitions in Section 6. The main point that we wish to make here is that there are clear intuitions behind our de nition of P A B (and similarly of P A+B ; P A? B ).
The rst condition on P A B says that a play in A B consists of (an interleaved representation of) concurrent plays in A and B. (Compare this with the de nition of composition without communication in the trace model of CSP Hoa85]). The second condition, that Player must move in the same component in which Opponent last moved, while Opponent is free to switch components, re ects the fundamental meaning of, and di erence between Tensor and Par. Tensor is disjoint concurrency; Par is connected concurrency. That is, Tensor combines two processes in parallel with no ow of information between them; while Par allows ow of information. (More precisely, in MLL ow is required for Par; this is the content of the connectedness part of the proof-net criterion. In MLL + MIX, ow is permitted but not obligatory, so that Tensor becomes a special case of Par.) These constraints on the ow of information are re ected in game-theoretic terms as follows. The Player for Tensor (or Opponent for Par) must respond in the component in which his adversary moved; while Opponent for Tensor (or Player for Par) is allowed to use the moves of his adversary in one component to in uence his play in the other component. In this way we get the chess game strategy by which I can defeat Karpov or Kasparov if I play against them in the following con guration 1 These ideas can also be related to the trip condition for proof nets Gir87]: the di erence between Tensor and Par is expressed thus in terms of the trip condition ( Gir87] Introduction, Section III.4.3):
\In the case of there is no cooperation: if we start with A^, then we come back through A _ before entering B^after which we come back through B _ .
in the case of + there is cooperation: if we start again with A^, then we are expected through B _ , from which we go to B^and eventually come back through A _ ." Thus we get the following possible transitions in trips:
A B: A^A _ B^B _ or B^B _ A^A _ A+B: A^B _ B^A _ or B^A _ A^B _ If we correlate \questions", in the terminology of Gir87], with moves by Opponent and \answers" with moves by Player, this says exactly that only Opponent (Player) may switch between components in a Tensor (Par) game.
The Category of Games
We build a category G with games as objects and winning strategies as morphisms. The objects of G are games; the morphisms : A ! B are the winning strategies in A? B = A ? +B.
The composition of strategies can be de ned elegantly in terms of the set representation. Firstly, a preliminary de nition. Given a sequence of games A 1 ; : : :; A n , we de ne L(A 1 ; : : :A n ), the local strings on A 1 ; : : :; A n , to be the set of all s 2 (M A1 + + M An ) ? such that, for all i with 1 6 i < jsj, s i 2 M Aj and s i+1 2 M Ak implies that j is adjacent to k, i.e. jj ? kj 6 Hence, a must be an O-move and c must be a P-move. A symmetric argument applies when t c a 2 ; . We have shown that ; P A? C .
Next, note that if s 2 S, s cannot start with a move in B since this would violate (s1) either for s A; B 2 , or for s B; C 2 . If s = a s 0 with a 2 M A , then a (s 0 A; B) 2 , so a is an O-move by (s1) applied to ; and similarly if s = c s 0 with c 2 M C . Thus, ; satis es (s1). Given t 2 ; we say that s covers t if s 2 L(A; B; C) s A; C = s s A; B 2 ; s B; C 2
We claim that for each t 2 ; there is a least s covering t; we write s t in this case. Moreover, we claim that if t 2 ; with Opponent to move at t, then for any d such that t d 2 P A? C , there is a unique e such that t d e 2 ; . We will prove these claims by simultaneous induction on jtj.
If t = t 0 d, where d is an O-move, then by induction we have s 0 t 0 , and then s = s 0 d t 0 d = t. Note that this is well de ned: since t 0 d is in P A? C , either t 0 = or d is in the same component as the previous P-move. By minimality of s 0 , either s 0 = or s 0 = s 00 e d, where e is the previous P-move in t. In either case, s A; B 2 ; s B; C 2 as required. If t = t 0 d, where d is a O-move, then by induction hypothesis, we have s = s 0 d t. Suppose d 2 M A (the case of d 2 M C is symmetrical).
Since is a winning strategy in A? B, it has a unique response e to (s A; B) d, which is either e = a 0 2 A, or e = b 1 2 B. Moreover, e is the unique move such that s 0 d e 2 S, by the requirements that e is in A or B and that (s d e) A; B 2 . If e = b 1 , then b 1 is an O-move in B ? , and since is a winning strategy in B? C, it has a unique response to (s d b 1 ) B; C, which will be either b 2 2 B or c 0 2 C. Continuing in this way, we obtain a uniquely determined sequence of extensions of s in S. Either this sequence culminates in s d b 1 : : : b k e, where e lies in A or C, or the sequence of \internal" moves in B is in nite.
We claim that the latter situation cannot in fact apply; for if it did, we would have in nite plays u = (s d b 1 b 2 ) A; B in A? B following and v = (s d b 1 b 2 ) B; C in B? C following . Since u A and v C are nite, and u B = v B ? , Player must lose in one of these plays, contradicting the hypothesis that and are both winning. It is clear that
Thus ; satis es (s2), and moreover has a well de ned response at all positions with Player to move. It remains to be shown that if Player follows ; he wins all in nite plays. Let s be such a play; we must show that if s A 2 W A then s C 2 W C . Let fs k g be the increasing sequence of nite pre xes of s. Let ft k g be the corresponding increasing sequence where t k s k . Let t = F t k . Then t A; B is an in nite play following and t B; C is an in nite play following . If s A = t A 2 W A , then since is winning, t B 2 W B ; and then since is winning, t C = s C 2 W C , as required.
Note that part of what we proved is that when two winning strategies are composed, we cannot get in nite \chattering" (i.e. internal communication) in the terminology of CSP Hoa85].
Proposition 2 G is a category. Proof: We de ne the identity morphism id A : A ! A as id A = fs 2 P A? A j s begins with an O-move; (8t v s) (jtj even ) t A = t A ? )g
In process terms, this is a bidirectional one place bu er Abr91]. In game terms, this is the copy-cat strategy discussed previously.
Next, we prove associativity. Given : A ! B; : B ! C; : C ! D, we will show that ( ; ); = S, where S = ft A; D j t 2 L(A; B; C; D); t A; B 2 ; t B; C 2 ; t C; D 2 g A symmetrical argument shows that ; ( ; ) = S, whence we get the required result.
The inclusion S ( ; ); is straightforward. Write ( ; ); = fs A; D j s 2 L(A; C; D); s C; D 2 ; (9t 2 L(A; B; C)) t A; B 2 ; t B; C 2 ; t A; C = s A; C]g Given u A; D 2 S, u A; B; C witnesses that u A; C 2 ; , while u C; D 2 by assumption. Hence, u A; D 2 ( ; ); . For the converse, a witness t such that t A; D 2 S may be constructed from s 2 ( ; ); by the same argument used to construct t s in Proposition 1.
History-free strategies
We will be interested in a restricted class of strategies, the history-free (or history independent, or history insensitive) ones. A strategy for Player is history-free if there is some partial function Clearly, in this case, there is a least partial function inducing ; we write = f , always meaning this least f. It is important to note that the category G described in subsection 3.3 also forms a model of MLL + MIX. However, to obtain a precise correspondence with the logic, we will focus our attention on the sub-category G hf of history-free strategies.
A history-free strategy = f is uniquely determined by the underlying function f on moves. In particular, all the morphisms witnessing the ?-autonomous structure in G hf , or equivalently the interpretations of proofs in MLL + MIX See89], can be de ned directly in terms of these functions. When we do so, we nd that the interpretation coincides exactly with the Geometry of Interaction interpretation Gir89b, Gir89a, Gir88]. More precisely, it corresponds to a reformulation of the Geometry of Interaction, due to the present authors, in a typed version based on sets and partial functions, in the same spirit as the GI(C ) construction of AJ92a].
Games and the Geometry of Interaction
As a rst illustration, we consider composition again. Say we have f : A ! B; g : B ! C. We want to nd h such that f ; g = ( ; ) h . We shall compute h by the \execution formula" Gir89b, Gir89a, Gir88] , cut down to its actual content, which is adequately described in terms of sets and partial functions. Before giving the formal de nition, let us explain the idea, which is rather simple.
We want to hook the strategies up so that Player's moves in B under get turned into Opponent's moves in B ? for , and vice versa. Consider the following picture: The move is mapped by f to a response in A: In this case, this is the response of the function h.
The move is mapped by f to a response in B. In this case, this response is interpreted as a move of the Opponent in B ? and fed as input to g. In turn, if g responds in C, this is the response of the function h. Otherwise, if g responds in B ? , this is fed back to f. In this way, we get an internal dialogue between the strategies f and g; this dialogue cannot be in nite, because ; are both winning strategies.
Thus, \termination of Cut-elimination", or nilpotency in terms of the Geometry of Interaction, corresponds to \no in nite internal chattering" in process-algebra terms.
It remains to give a formula for computing h according to these ideas. This is the execution formula:
The join in the de nition of h can be interpreted concretely as union of graphs. It is well-de ned because it is being applied to a family of partial functions with pairwise disjoint domains of de nition.
The 
The Category of Games and History-free strategies
We build a category G hf with games as objects and history-free winning strategies as morphisms. The objects of G hf are games; the morphisms : A ! B are the history-free winning strategies in A? B = A ? +B. Proposition 3 G hf is a sub-category of G.
Proof: Note that the identity morphism id A : A ! A is history-free. Thus, it su ces to prove that G hf is closed under composition.
Let f : A ! B and g : B ! C be history-free winning strategies. Then, with notation as above, we need to show that: f ; g = h . We prove that: We omit the straightforward veri cation that this de nition agrees with that of Section 3.5.1 on history-free strategies.
At this point, by Proposition 3 we only need to show that G is a ?-autonomous category. We do a sample calculation below to illustrate the proof.
Firstly, we prove a lemma which halves the work. Proof: Note that any winning strategy in A satis es the following property: if s 2 , O to move at s, then for all a such that s a 2 P A , there is a unique b such that s a b 2 . Now, we prove by induction on jsj that s 2 ) s 2 . The base case s = is clear. Now, suppose O is to move at s 2 , and consider any s a 2 P A . By induction hypothesis, s 2 and since ; are winning, s a b 0 2 and s a b 00 2 , for unique b 0 ; b 00 . Since , s a b 00 2 and b 0 = b 00 . Thus, s a b 00 2 .
Let : A B ! C. We show that the following diagram commutes (di erent subscripts have been used on B; C to distinguish the di erent occurrences) Proposition 5 Tensor, Par and Involution can be extended to covariant functors over G e .
Proof: If e : A B; e 0 : A 0 B 0 , then e e 0 = e + e 0 and e ? = e. We just check the only non-obvious part, namely that condition (e3) is satis ed by e ? . Given s 2 P Now, given a multiplicative formula A with propositional atoms 1 ; : : :; n , this induces a functor F A : (G e ) n ! G e . Similarly, a sequent ?( 1 ; : : :; n ) induces a functor F ? : (G e ) n ! G e (where ? is interpreted as +?).
A strategy for ?( 1 ; : : :; n ) will be a family f Ã g, where for each n-tuple of gamesÃ, Ã is a strategy in F ? (Ã). We express the uniformity of this family by a naturality condition. Given F : (G e ) n ! G e , we de ne two functors F ? ; F + : (G e ) n ! Set p , where Set p is the category of sets and partial functions. Now, for each n 2 !, we can de ne a category G hf (n), whose objects are functors F : (G e ) n ! G e and whose morphisms : F ! G are uniform, history-free winning strategies f Ã g, where Ã : F(Ã) ! G(Ã), i.e. Ã is a strategy in F(Ã) ? G(Ã). Composition is pointwise: if : F ! G; : G ! H, then ( ; )Ã = Ã ; Ã . Note that G hf (0) = G hf . Proposition 6 For each n, G hf (n) is a ?-autonomous category; G hf : B ! ?-Aut is an indexed ?-autonomous category with base B, the category of nite ordinals and set maps.
Proof: The ?-autonomous structure on G hf (n) is de ned pointwise from that on G hf , e.g. (F G)(Ã) = F(Ã) G(Ã).
We will show that composition preserves uniformity. Given functions f; g as in Section 3.4.1, we write EX(f; g) for the execution formula applied to f; g. Now A straightforward induction on k using these equations establishes (1) .
The uniformity of the morphisms witnessing the ?-autonomous structure on G hf (n) follows directly from the naturality of the canonical isomorphisms for coproduct in Set from which they are de ned. Given f : f1; : : :; ng ! f1; : : :; mg (where we take the liberty of representing the ordinal n by f1; : : :; ng), we de ne G hf (f)(F)(A 1 ; : : :; A m ) = F(A f(1) ; : : :; A f(n) ) G hf (f)f A1;:::;An g = f A f(1) ;:::;A f(n) g
The veri cation that G hf (f) is a ?-autonomous functor is straightforward from the pointwise de nition of the ?-autonomous structure on G hf (n). The functoriality of G hf itself is a routine calculation.
Using this Proposition, we can interpret proofs in MLL + MIX by uniform, history-free strategies; see See89] for further details. This is the semantics for which Full Completeness will be proved.
Full Completeness
In this section, we prove full Completeness of the game semantics for MLL + MIX. The proof is structured into a number of steps.
Firstly, we show that a uniform, history free winning strategy for ? induces a proof structure on ?.
Next, we reduce the problem to that for binary sequents, in which each atom occurring does so once positively and once negatively.
We then make a further reduction to simple binary sequents, in which every formula is either a literal, or the tensor product of two literals.
Finally, we show that for such sequents, there can only be a winning strategy if the corresponding proof structure satis es the correctness criterion, i.e. is a proof net.
Strategies induce Axiom links
We begin by establishing some notation. We are given an MLL sequent ?( 1 ; : : :; k ) where 1 ; : : :; k are the propositional atoms occurring in ?. We enumerate the occurrences of literals in ? as c 1 ; : : :c n ; each c i is an occurrence of l i , where l i = ji or l i = ? ji for some j i , 1 i n; 1 j i k. Given any sequenceÃ = A 1 ; : : :; A k of games instantiating 1 ; : : :; k , we obtain a game F(Ã), where F = F ? is the interpretation of +?. Note that M F(Ã) = P n i=1 M Ci , where C i = A ji or A ? ji . We represent M F(Ã) concretely as n i=1 fig M Ci . We refer to the C i as the constituents of M F(Ã) . Proposition 7 With notation as above, let = f A g be a uniform history free winning strategy for F = F ? . Then, for some involution such that (?; ) is a proof structure, for allÃ, Ã = fÃ where fÃ((i; a)) = ( (i); a). all constituents labelled with the same literal by B, all constituents labelled with the dual literal by B ? , all other constituents with the empty game. Since B is winning, we must have fB((i; b)) = (j; b), for some constituent j with dual label to that of i. Now there is an embedding from B to A ji , hence fromB toÃ, sending b to a. By uniformity, this implies that fÃ((i; a)) = (j; a). Note that this will apply to all (i; a 0 ) for the given i, so all O-moves in the i'th constituent are mapped to the same xed constituent j. Thus, we can de ne an endofunction on f1; : : :; ng such that, for all fullÃ, and hence for allÃ, for all i 2 f1; : : :; ng; a 2 M ? Aj i ; fÃ((i; a)) = ( (i); a). Moreover, l i = l ? (i) , so in particular is xpoint free.
It only remains to be shown that is an involution. Consider the game C = (fa 0 ; b 0 g; f(a 0 ; O); (b 0 ; P)g; f ; a 0 ; a 0 b 0 g; ?)
Consider the instanceC de ned similarly toB, with C used in place of B. We already know that fC((i; a 0 )) = ( (i); a 0 ). Since C is winning, we must have fC(( (i); b 0 )) = (i; b 0 ). So 2 (i) = i, and is an involution as required.
Corollary 1 If there is a uniform history-free winning strategy for F = F ? , then ? must be balanced, i.e. each atom must occur the same number of times positively as negatively.
Proof: The function of Proposition 7 establishes a bijection between positive and negative occurrences of each atom.
Reduction to binary sequents
Let be a history free strategy for a proof structure (?; ). We de ne a binary sequent ? by relabelling each pair of literals as speci ed by with distinct atoms. Note that a binary sequent has a unique associated proof structure; so the involution is redundant in this case. It is clear from the de nition of the correctness criterion that (?; ) is a proof net () ? is a proof net Now given a proof structure (?; ), the corresponding uniform, history-free strategy (?; ) for ? is de ned by (?; ) = f (?; ) ; where f (?; );Ã ((i; a)) = ( (i); a) Proposition 8 Let (?; ) be a proof structure.
(?; ) is winning for ?() ? is winning for ?
Proof: Since every instance of ? is an instance of ? , the right to left implication is clear. For the converse, given an instanceÃ for ? , consider the following instance for ?: for each occurring k times positively in ?, with A j1 ; : : :; A jk instantiating these occurrences inÃ, instantiate with the disjoint union A j1 + + A jk . Since (?; ) is winning by assumption, it defeats every play by Opponent, in particular those plays in which Opponent plays only in A ji in the game instantiating the i'th occurrence of . This shows that ? is winning as required.
Reduction to simple sequents
Let ? be a binary sequent. We write ? = C A], where C ] is a monotone context, i.e. with the 2. We use the correctness criterion. Suppose ? is not provable, i.e. for some switching S, G(C A (B+C)]; S) has a cycle. If S sets the indicated par link to L, there will be a cycle in ? 1 ; if S sets the indicated par link to R, there will be a cycle in ? 2 . ? + is a theorem of MLL + MIX.
2. We use the correctness criterion. Suppose ? is not provable, i.e. for some switching S G(?; S) has a cycle. In particular x some simple cycle in G(?; S) (i.e. no internal node is visited more than once). This implies that the cycle cannot visit all of the A; B; C edges. Thus, there are four possible cases:
The cycle does not visit A (B C) at all. Then clearly both ? 1 ; ? 2 have cycles. The cycle visits the A and B edges: Then G(? 1 ; S 0 ) has a cycle, where S 0 sets the switch of the new Par node to L, and otherwise is de ned like S. The cycle visits the A and C edges: Symmetric to the previous case. The cycle visits the B and C edges: Then G(? 2 ; S 0 ) has a cycle, where S 0 sets the switch of the new Par node to R, and otherwise is de ned like S.
Proposition 9 Let ? be a binary sequent. Then there is a set of simple binary sequents ? 1 ; : : :; ? n such that:
1. (8i)`?? ? i 2.`? () (8i)`? i Proof: Firstly, use Lemma 2 repeatedly to push all Pars to the top and then replace them by commas. Then, given a nested occurrence of Tensor, we can use Lemma 3 to replace it with a Par, and use Lemma 2 again to eliminate this Par. In this way, we eventually reach a set of simple binary sequents.
Winning strategies are acyclic
We now establish the crucial connection between winning strategies and the correctness criterion for proof nets.
Proposition 10 Let ? be a simple binary sequent. Let ? be the associated uniform history free strategy as in Proposition 8. If ? is winning, then ? is acyclic.
Proof: Suppose ? has a cycle. Since ? is simple, this is necessarily of the form l ? 1 ; ; l 2 ; l ? 2 ; ; : : :; l n ; l ? n ; ; l 1 For example:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
?
?
? ?
@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ ? ?
? ? @ @ @ @ l ? 2 l 3 l ? 1 l 2 l ? n l 1 l 1 l ? n l 3 l ? 2 l 2 l ? 1 (This picture is not completely general; non-planar arrangements are possible. However, this will not play any role in the argument).
We will assign gamesÃ to atoms in ? in such a way that Opponent has a winning strategy in F ? (Ã), thus showing that there can be no uniform winning strategy for ?. We label the literals l ? 1 ; l 2 ; l ? 2 ; : : :; l n ; l ? n ; l 1 alternately tt and . We de neÃ such that each literal labelled tt is assigned and all unlabelled literals are assigned the empty game. We now describe the strategy for Opponent. Note that by assumption, Player is following the strategy ? , so his response to Opponent's moves is determined a priori.
Consider the following play:
O plays a in l 1 P plays a in l ? 1 O plays a in l 2 P plays a in l ? Now Opponent cycles repeatedly through this whole sequence of moves, forcing the in nite play with projection (a b) ! on all labelled literals, and empty projection on all unlabelled literals.
Note that Opponent is able to make the indicated moves, since it always responds in the same component as the last move of Player, or switches components in a tensor sub-game.
Clearly, Player loses in each Tensor sub-game of the cycle, since it loses in each component labelled . But then Player loses in ?, since to win an in nite play in a Par, it must win an in nite play in some component, and all components of +? either have empty plays, or in nite plays with Player losing.
Note that in nite plays, i.e. the use of non-well-founded games, are essential to this argument.
Main result Theorem 1 (Full Completeness)
If is a uniform history-free winning strategy for ?, then it is the denotation of a unique proof net (?; ).
Proof: By Proposition 7, we know that there is a unique proof structure (?; ) with = (?; ) . It remains to show that (?; ) is a proof net. By Proposition 8, (?; ) winning implies ? winning.
Applying Proposition 9 to ? , there is a set of simple binary sequents ? 1 ; : : :; ? n such that
Since the game semantics is sound, (1) and the validity of ? in the game semantics implies that there is a uniform, history-free winning strategy for each ? i . By Proposition 7, this strategy is necessarily of the form ?i . By Proposition 10, this implies that each ? i is acyclic. By (2), this implies that ? is a proof net. By the remark before Proposition 8, this implies that (?; ) is a proof net.
Beyond the multiplicatives
Up to this point, we have only considered the multiplicative fragment of Linear Logic. However, our game semantics in fact yields a categorical model of full second-order (or even !-order) Classical Linear Logic. In this section, we will outline the interpretation of the additives and exponentials. A detailed treatment of this material, and of the game semantics for the second-order quanti ers, will be given in a sequel to the present paper.
Polarities
To proceed, we focus on the fact that our games may admit some positions in which Player starts, some in which Opponent starts.
De nition 4 A game A is positive (has polarity +1) if every valid initial move in A is by Player; negative (has polarity ?1) if every valid initial move in A is by Opponent; and neutral (polarity 0) otherwise.
Although we use the same notation for polarities as Girard Gir91b] , they have a somewhat di erent interpretation. Our polarities have a very direct computational reading. If we interpret moves by Opponent as demands for data and moves by Player as generating data, then positive games model purely data-driven computation; negative games model purely demand-driven computation; while neutral games allow both modes of computation. These notions give rise to the following situation. We have full subcategories 
Exponentials
Jacobs has recently investigated the decomposition of the exponentials !; ? into weakening parts ! w ; ? w and contraction parts ! c ; ? c Jac92]. He develops a general theory for this decomposition.
We will use a little of this theory to structure our presentation of the exponentials.
Weakening
The re ection and co-re ection of Proposition 11 give rise to a monad and a comonad on G respectively, which we denote by ? w and ! w . Our reason for this notation is explained by the following proposition.
Proposition 12 There are natural transformations ! w A B ! B; B ! ? w A+B As a consequence of this proposition, the following weakening rule is valid in the game semantics.
?
?; ? w A
Exponentials
We want to de ne !A as the type of objects which are copyable versions of objects of type A. We achieve copyability by backtracking; cf. AV93]. That is, at any stage in a play in !A, the Opponent may return to a previous stage to make his move. In this way, a single play in !A will correspond to a tree of plays in A.
De nition 5 !A is de ned as follows: {ŝ = fs(i) j 0 6 i 6 jsjg Also, a partial strategy is de ned like a strategy except that it need not satisfy (s3). Then, P !A = fs 2 M! A j (8j : 1 6 j 6 jsj) s j = (i; a) ) i < j;ŝ is a partial strategy in Ag: Given s 2 P 1 !A , let s be the set of all t 2 P 1 A such that every nite pre x of t is s(i) for some i 2 !. Then, W !A = fs 2 P 1 !A j s W A g Proposition 13 ! is a comonad on G, satisfying ! = ! ! w = ! w !. Moreover, ! has a natural commutative comonoid structure on its free algebras, i.e. maps A : !A ! !A !A such that !algebra morphisms between its free algebras are automatically comonoid homomorphisms.
As a consequence of this proposition, the contraction rule is valid in the game semantics:
?; ?A; ?À ?; ?A where ? is the monad de ned by duality from !: ?A = (!A ? ) ? .
Additives
The additives of Linear Logic are problematic. This is seen in various ways: by the di culties of getting a \reasonable" implementation (for example, in terms of interaction nets) of the commutative conversions for the additives GAL92]; and, most conspicuously, by the problems they engender with the Geometry of Interaction Gir89b, Gir89a, Gir88] .
Our notion of polarities throws some light on these matters and suggests a re nement of Linear Logic which may allow these problems to be addressed.
Proposition 14 G + has coproducts, and G ? has products, both de ned by disjoint union of games.
These de nitions can be extended to get weak products and coproducts on G, de Note that (A&B) ? = A ? + B ? (disjoint union of games), i.e. the weak product in G is carried to the product in G ? by the co-re ection.
It is important to note that the above proposition is stated only for G, not for G hf . History free strategies do not su ce for the additives. This seems to the key reason underlying the problems encountered with additives in the Geometry of Interaction. We also note that the surjective pairing axiom for product (and hence the commutative con- Using these tables as a de nition, we now have a syntactic notion of polarity, and can use it for the following re ned With Rule:`? + ; A`? + ; B ? + ; A&B ( With p ) The ? + is meant to indicate the constraint that all formulas in ? must be positive. Let LL p be the modi cation of Classical Linear Logic obtained by replacing the usual With Rule with With p . Then the commutative conversion for With will be valid in our game semantics for LL p . We also expect that LL p can be used to extend the Geometry of Interaction interpretation to the additives.
Proposition 15 There are isomorphisms !(A&B) = !A !B, !> = 1 and hence (cf. See89]), the co-Kleisli category K ! (G) is cartesian closed.
Related Work
Since a number of researchers have recently examined categories of games, or at least categories with some game-theoretic avour, it seems worthwhile to make some explicit comparisons.
Conway games
As far as we know, the rst person to make a category of games and winning strategies was Joyal Joy77] . His category was based on Conway games Con76] with Conway's addition of games as the tensor product. Conway's formalization of games di ers from ours in that he presents the tree of positions directly, rather than via an underlying set of moves. This means that strategies must be formalized as functions on positions, and hence are necessarily history-sensitive; the possibility of introducing history-free strategies in our sense does not even arise.
More precisely, a Conway game can be taken to be one of our games with the following property:
for all a 2 M A there is a unique s 2 P A such that s a 2 P A . Call such a game positional.
Proposition 16 Given any game A in G, there is a positional game A pos such that A = A pos in G. Moreover, every strategy in A pos is history-free. However, A is not isomorphic to A pos in G hf .
Thus working with positional games as Conway does would obliterate the distinction between history-free and history-sensitive which is crucial to our Full Completeness Theorem. In this respect, our games are more general than Conway's. In another respect, however, Conway games are more general than ours, at least super cially.
Think of the set of positions of the game as a tree, with arcs s ! s a labelled P or O, according to the label of a. Say that a node is pure if all outgoing arcs have the same label, and mixed otherwise. In
Blass' games, all nodes are pure. In Conway's games, all nodes are allowed to be mixed. Our games are intermediate in generality; the root is allowed to be mixed, but all other nodes are pure. Conway games|or their generalization to the non-positional case|can be represented in our framework by dropping the stipulation that positions be strictly alternating sequences of moves. His notion of \sum of games", which is used by Joyal as the basis for his construction of a category of games, then arises by dropping the stipulation from our de nition of tensor product that only Opponent is allowed to switch components. This immediately obliterates the distinction between Tensor and Par; Hyland Hyl90] has shown that Joyal's category does not admit satisfactory interpretations of the additives and exponentials. Our games are apparently less general than Conway's; however, as soon as our de nition of tensor product is adopted (with the consequent notion of morphism; note that Joyal's de nition of winning strategy agrees with ours), this di erence disappears. The key observation is the following. The upshot of this Proposition is that, once our de nition of tensor product|which has been justi ed both conceptually and by our results in this paper|is adopted, then one may as well work in G as in C.
Abstract Games
De Paiva has studied the Dialectica Categories DC, and Linear categories GC dP89]. These are abstract constructions, but re ect some game-theoretic intuitions. Indeed, Blass applies his game semantics to DC Bla92b]. Again, Lafont and Streicher LS91] have developed a \Game Semantics for Linear Logic". An object in the category Game K is a structure (A ? ; A ? ; e), where e : A ? A ? ! K, for some xed set K. If we think of A ? as strategies for Player, A ? as counter-strategies and e as the payo function, we see some connection with game-theoretic ideas. However, this model is very abstract; in fact it forms a particular case of Chu's very general construction of ?-autonomous categories from symmetric monoidal closed categories Bar79].
In summary, these models have only rudimentary game-theoretic content and hence only a very weak relation with our work.
Blass' game semantics
Blass' game semantics for Linear Logic is by far the nearest precursor of the present work. While we happily acknowledge its inspiration, we must also say that, in our opinion, our semantics is a decisive improvement over that of Blass, as our results show.
It is worth setting out the key points in some detail, since our identi cation of the problems in Blass' semantics was a crucial step in our own work and di ers sharply from Blass' analysis of the discrepancy between his semantics and Linear Logic.
The games Blass considers correspond to those in G + G ? in our framework; that is, to either positive games (all opening moves by Player) or negative games (all opening moves by Opponent). This means, among other things, that all connectives must be de ned by cases on the polarity of their arguments; and, more importantly, the resulting game must itself have a de nite positive or negative polarity. The plays in Blass' games are then started by Player for a positive game and by Opponent for a negative game.
The key di erence between Blass' approach and ours concerns the de nition of tensor product. Blass' rule for who moves next in the tensor product is that Player moves if he is to move in either game. This makes sense if we think of \Opponent to move" as a kind of approximation to the proposition represented by the tensor product being true|since the onus is on the Opponent to move in order to avoid defeat|and the tensor as a kind of conjunction. Surprisingly enough, this de nition turns out to almost coincide with ours. Suppose that we are in a position where Opponent is to move in both subgames; then he has the choice of moving in either component, leading to a position where Player is to move in just one component. In this latter situation, Player is forced to move in the component where Opponent last moved. Such a move will return us to a situation where Opponent is to move in both components. This leaves just one anomalous situation, where Player is to start in both components. This is the only case where the situation can arise that Player must move next in both games. Note that in our framework, this situation can never arise at all. Also, note that this situation contradicts our previous analysis of tensor; for example, in terms of the trip conditions, it corresponds to the forbidden sequence A _ B _ . Blass treats this anomalous situation as a special case; Player makes his opening move simultaneously in both components. This special case is at the heart of the pathologies in his semantics.
Composition
Composition is not associative in Blass' semantics Bla92a]; so he does not get a category of games at all. The following counter-example is due to the authors.
De ne games A; B; C; D as follows:
A = (fa 1 ; a 2 g; f(a 1 ; P); (a 2 ; O)g; f(a 1 a 2 ) ? ( + a 1 )g; ?) B = (fb 1 ; b 2 g; f(b 1 ; O); (b 2 ; P)g; f(b 1 b 2 ) ? ( + b 1 )g; ?) C = (fc 1 ; c 2 g; f(c 1 ; P); (c 2 ; O)g; f(c 1 c 2 ) ? ( + c 1 )g; f(c 1 c 2 ) ! g) D = (fd 1 ; d 2 g; f(d 1 ; O); (d 2 ; P)g; f(d 1 d 2 ) ? ( + d 1 )g; f(d 1 d 2 ) ! g) There are winning strategies : A ! B; : B ! C; : C ! D. is the strategy that forces the entire play to stay in constituent A ? after the rst move. Similarly, is the strategy that forces the entire play to stay in constituent D after the rst move. is the strategy that forces the entire play to stay in the constituent chosen by the Opponent in response to the rst move of Player. More precisely, = f(ha 1 ; b 1 i; a 2 )g f(s; a 2 ) j s 2 ha 1 ; b 1 i (a 2 a 1 ) ? g = f( ; hb 1 ; c 1 i)g f(s; b 1 ) j s 2 hb 1 ; c 1 i b 2 (b 1 b 2 ) ? g f(s; c 1 ) j s 2 hb 1 ; c 1 i c 2 (c 1 c 2 ) ? g = fh(c 1 ; d 1 i; d 2 )g f(s; d 2 ) j s 2 hc 1 ; d 1 i (d 2 d 1 ) ? g Here a move ha; bi is an opening move in the special case described above.
Consider the winning strategy ; : A ! C. Opponent makes rst move in C. Player responds using strategy in C and the whole play stays in the constituent C. Note that strategy is never used. ; = f(s; c 1 ) j s 2 a 1 (c 1 c 2 ) ? g Consider the winning strategy ; : B ! D. Opponent makes rst move in D. Note that the strategy cannot be used at this stage . So, Player responds with a move in B, and the rest of the play stays in the constituent B. Thus, the strategy is not used. ; = f(s; b 1 ) j s 2 d 1 (b 1 b 2 ) ? g Reasoning similarly, the compositions ( ; ); ; ; ( ; ) : A ! D are ( ; ); = f(ha 1 ; d 1 i; d 2 )g f(s; d 2 ) j s 2 (ha 1 ; d 1 i (d 2 d 1 ) ? g ; ( ; ) = f(ha 1 ; d 1 i; a 2 )g f(s; a 2 ) j s 2 (ha 1 ; d 1 i (a 2 a 1 ) ? g and hence unequal.
Weakening
Weakening is valid in the Blass semantics. To see why, suppose that Player has a winning strategy for ?. Consider the game ?; A. If A is positive, Opponent cannot move in A and since only Player can switch components in a Par, we need never play in A at all. (Of course, this is exactly the argument for the validity of weakening with respect to ? w A in our semantics). If A is negative, there are two cases.
Some game in ? is positive: so Player is to start in ? and ?; A. Thus, Player can simply play his strategy for ? without ever entering A. We have not seen the full details of Lamarche's work; Curien's construction can be related to our work as follows. The objects in his category are exactly our negative games, minus the information about in nite plays. The morphisms correspond to strategies|which need be neither history-free nor winning. His interpretations of the Intuitionistic linear connectives, with these provisos, appear to correspond to ours. We take this link with sequential algorithms as an encouraging con rmation of the potential of game semantics. We note, nally, that the connection between sequential algorithms and negative games con rms our identi cation of negative games with demand-driven computation. This also ties up with the rst author's association of & and ! (more precisely of ! w ) with lazy evaluation Abr93].
